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Local lattice distortions and thermal transport in perovskite manganites
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Measurements of thermal conductivity versus temperature and magnetic field are reported for perovskite
manganites that exhibit ferromagnetic~FM!, charge-ordering~CO!, antiferromagnetic, and/or structural phase
transitions. The data reveal a dominant lattice contribution to the heat conductivity withk;122 W/mK near
room temperature. The rather low values, implying a phonon mean free path on the order of a lattice spacing,
are shown to correlate with static local distortions of the MnO6 octahedra. Modifications of the local structure
are responsible for abrupt anomalies in the zero-fieldk at the FM, CO, and structural transitions, and for
colossal magnetothermal resistance near the FM transition.@S0163-1829~97!51738-3#
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It has been recognized recently that colossal magnet
sistance ~CMR! in the perovskite manganites involve
electron-phonon interactions in addition to the double
change mechanism.1 Local distortions of the MnO6
octahedra2,3 appear to play an important role in determinin
the transport of doped holes and the complex magnetic
structural phase behavior. While the electronic transport
been the focus of considerable attention, the heat condu
ity ~k! has not been systematically investigated.4 The rather
high electrical resistivity of the manganites implies that t
lattice heat conduction should dominate that of the cha
carriers even in the ferromagnetic metallic phase, thus of
ing an alternative probe of the interplay between the latt
charge, and spin degrees of freedom.

Here we report measurements ofk in doped manganites
that demonstrate the influence of structural, ferromagn
~FM!, charge-ordering~CO!, and antiferromagnetic~AFM!
transitions on the lattice transport. Our results indicate t
the lattice thermal resistance is governed by local distorti
of the MnO6 octahedra that are substantially altered by
phase transitions and in applied magnetic fields.

The La0.83Sr0.17MnO3 ~LSMO! crystal was grown with
the optical-float-zone technique using polycrystalline LSM
feed and seed rods in air at ambient pressure at the me
temperature of 1500 °C. The crystal was oriented by La
diffraction for transport measurements along the@100# direc-
tion. La12xCaxMnO3 ~LCMO! and Pr0.5Sr0.5MnO3 ~PSMO!
polycrystals were prepared by standard solid-state reac
their characterization, along with resistivity and the
mopower measurements on similar specimens, have bee
ported previously.5,6 The structures of the LCMOx50.15
560163-1829/97/56~14!/8495~4!/$10.00
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and 0.30 specimens were refined from powder x-ray diffr
tion patterns using Reitveld analysis. Magnetization m
surements were performed using a commercial superc
ducting quantum interference device magnetometer.
thermal conductivity, and in some cases thermopower
resistivity, were measured in a radiation-shielded vacu
probe with a standard steady-state technique. Typical sp
men dimensions were 13133 mm3. Corrections for heat
losses via radiation and conduction through the leads, m
sured in separate experiments, were;10–15 % of the mea-
suredk at room temperature and<3% for T,100 K. Mag-
netic fields were applied perpendicular to the heat flow w
a superconducting solenoid and corrections for the field
pendence of the chromel/constantan thermocouple appli7

Figures 1 and 2 showk(T) for the various compounds.k
increases abruptly upon cooling through the respective
transitions in the CMR compounds atTC5275 K ~LSMO!,
265 K ~PSMO!, 255 K ~LCMO, x50.30!, and decreases
sharply below the CO transition8 at TCO5275 K ~LCMO, x
50.65! and CO/AFM transition9 at 150 K ~PSMO!. For the
LSMO compound, which is just on the metallic side of th
metal-insulator transition, a structural transition from rho
bohedral to orthorhombic3 occurs atTS.230 K for zero-field
and 216 K forH59 T. Thermal hysteresis ink is evident at
the structural and CO transitions. All of thek values are
quite low for crystalline solids, with the data for lightl
doped LCMO near room temperature falling below valu
found in some glasses.

Let us first discuss the electronic contribution (ke) to the
total thermal conductivity. The electronic properties of t
paramagnetic phase of the manganites are consistent
R8495 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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thermally assisted hopping of adiabatic small polarons.10–12

The thermal conductivity of adiabatic small polarons is e
pected to be much smaller than implied by the free-elect
Wiedemann-Franz law~WFL!,13 andke is negligible in the
paramagnetic phase. AtT<TC the insulator-metal transition
should yield an increasingke , following the expected abrup
decrease in polaron binding energy and increase in the in
site transfer energy if the transition is viewed as a small-la
polaron crossover.14 Large polarons move itinerantly and th
Wiedemann-Franz ratio has the free-electron value.15 Thus
regardless of the appropriate physical picture for the tra
tion and the resulting FM ground state, the free-elect
WFL provides a reasonable upper bound onke . The mea-

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for LCMO pol
crystals. The inset shows a magnified view of the data fox
50, 0.15 showing the anomaly observed nearTC.170 K for x
50.15. The solid line represents the data forx50 shifted upward
by 0.02 W/mK.

FIG. 2. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for the LSM
crystal and PSMO polycrystal. Solid~open! symbols represent cool
ing ~warming! data forH50. The solid~dashed! lines are for cool-
ing ~warming! in H59 T.
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sured electrical resistivities implyke /k<0.2 at allT in the
FM regime for the LCMO (x50.30), LSMO, and PSMO
specimens, and considerably less than this nearTC .

The contribution to heat conduction from spin wav
(km) at T<TC must also be considered for these materia
For other ferromagnetic insulators,16 km is negligible com-
pared to the lattice term at all but the lowest temperatu
(T!QD). However, the rather lowk values of the mangan
ites imply a more substantial relative spin-wave contributio
particularly in the regime of interest nearTC where the mag-
netic specific-heat anomaly (DC) represents a considerab
fraction of the total specific heat.8,17 In the region of the
anomaly it is reasonable to assume the magnon mean
path is independent ofT so thatDkm}DC. The inset of Fig.
1 shows an enlarged view of thek data for the LCMOx
50.15 sample in the region near its FM transition atTC

.170 K where just such an anomaly is observed. Thex
50 compound, which has the same lattice contribution
within experimental accuracy atT.170 K, is shown for
comparison~no anomaly is seen at its AFM transition,TN

.130 K!. This x50.15 composition is on the insulating sid
of the CMR regime5 (0.2<x<0.5) where, unlike for CMR
compositions, changes in the local structure that can a
influencek are not observed through the FM transition.2 We
see thatDkm'1.331022 W/mK. Using the kinetic theory
expression,Dkm5(1/3)DCvm

2 tm , and the valuesDC51.7
3105 J/m3 K ~for x50.1),8 vm5600 m/s, andtm52
310212 s (vm and tm are the long-wavelength spin-wav
velocity and lifetime, respectively18!, yields km5431022

W/mK, in quite reasonable agreement with the data. To
timate the corresponding spin-wave contribution in the CM
region forx50.30 we assume thatDkm scales with the spe
cific heat-anomaly. Using8 DC(x50.33)/DC(x50.1)58
implies Dkm(x50.30).0.1 W/mK. Thus spin waves con
tribute about 5–10 % of the measuredk at TC in the CMR
compounds and do not account for the much larger zero-fi
enhancements that extend to lower temperatures.

Having established thatk is predominantly of lattice ori-
gin we now address the very small values. Using the mo
of Cahill et al.19 and a Debye temperature,20 QD5300 K, we
compute the minimum theoretical value for the lattice co
ductivity of LaMnO3, kmin ~solid line in Fig. 1!. This curve
corresponds to heat transport via random walk of energy
tween localized, uncorrelated oscillators, as describes
thermal conductivity of amorphous solids and disorde
crystals.19 For T>100 K, LaMnO3 hask/kmin;1.5, imply-
ing a phonon mean free path comparable to the Mn-Mn d
tance (;4 Å). Even for the LSMO crystal,k~300 K! ex-
ceedskmin only by about a factor of 3. We thus conclude th
grain boundary scattering is not a significant source of th
mal resistance in the polycrystals. These low values ofk are
not simply a consequence of the complex unit cell~with 20
atoms!; the closely related lightly doped cuprates havek
values an order of magnitude higher.21

Radaelli et al.2 have established a correlation betwe
charge mobility and local distortions of the MnO6 octahedra
~both static and dynamic! in these compounds. These disto
tions are likely sources of strong phonon scattering ank
values nearkmin . The structural data2,9,22 support this pro-
posal for the orthorhombic specimens23 as shown in Fig. 3
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where the lattice thermal resistivity,kL
21 , is seen to correlate

with the MnO6 distortion as defined byD[(1/3)( i 51
3u(ui

2 ū )/ ū u3100, with ui the Mn-O bond lengths, andū
5(u1u2u3)1/3. ThatkL

21 scales withD at both high and low
T indicates that the thermal resistance in these materia
primarily controlled by thestatic rather than thedynamic
MnO6 distortions since the latter, as reflected in Deby
Waller factors, are larger in CMR compounds atT.TC but
are independent of doping at lowT ~Booth et al.2!. The cor-
relation is especially convincing given thatD is dramatically
altered by the FM and CO transitions. For example, PSM
has the smallestD at 300 K, but one of the largest at 35 K
the reverse is true for LCMOx50.30. The decrease ink
upon cooling through the structural transition in LSMO
also consistent with the known increase in the distortion
the octahedra.3

The influence of the FM and CO transitions on the latt
transport may be further characterized by examining
sound velocity (v) enhancements observed belowTC and
TCO by Ramirezet al.8 for LCMO x50.33 andx50.63, re-
spectively. These authors observed, atT/TC5T/TCO;0.8,
relative increases from the values atTC and TCO of Dv/v
;4% and 11%, respectively. In spite of this considera
hardening of the lattice,k for x50.65 actuallydecreases
below TCO; the implication is that the phonon lifetimet is
substantiallyreduced. The kinetic theory expression implie
Dt/t;44% and230% over the same temperature interv
for x50.30 andx50.65, respectively. Thus the phonon sc
tering rate correlates with the static MnO6 distortion, and this
scattering underlies the behavior of the thermal resistiv
~Fig. 3!. That TC andTCO also represent charge delocaliz
tion and localization transitions, respectively, indicates t
the lattice distortions are associated with localized cha
possibly a manifestation of small polarons.

Further insight into the close correspondence between
lattice and charge transport is provided by the magnetic-fi
dependence ofk for the LSMO crystal, shown in Fig. 4~a! at
three temperatures in the CMR regime. The field effec
very large,Dk(H)/k.34% atH59 T for T'TC5275 K.

FIG. 3. Lattice thermal resistivity~from free-electron WFL and
measured resistivities! at T535 K ~open symbols! and 300 K
~closed symbols! vs corresponding low- and high-T Mn-O bond
distortion ~computed from our own refinements and those of Re
2, 9, and 22!. The solid and dashed lines are guides to the eye
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More compelling is Fig. 4~b! where we plotk21 vs M by
employing the magnetization curves,M (H) @inset, Fig.
4~a!#. We see thatk21 is a single function ofM (H,T), with
k21(H,T)5A2BM2(H,T) providing a good fit@solid line
in Fig. 4~b!#. Similar to Hundleyet al.10 we find that the
electrical resistivity for our LSMO crystal also correlate
with M @inset, Fig. 4~b!#, following the exponential relation
r(H,T)5r0exp@2M (H,T)/M0#, with r0568 mV cm and
M0519.5 emu/g. The change in the lattice contributi
@dashed line, Fig. 4~b!# predominates in the magnetotherm
resistivity. These results indicate that both the lattice a
charge mobilities are governed by the same local phys
Double-exchange and strong electron-phonon interactio1

appear to yield the appropriate framework whereinM is a
measure of the intersite electron transfer energy, and the
ter determines both the degree of electronic localization
associated local MnO6 distortions. Our results complemen

.

FIG. 4. ~a! Normalized magnetothermal conductivity vs applie
field for the LSMO crystal. The inset shows magnetization data
the same temperatures. Solid lines are guides to the eye.~b! Ther-
mal resistivity vs magnetization computed from the data in~a!. The
solid line is a fit to the form,k215A2BM2. The Wiedemann-
Franz estimate of the electronic contribution is subtracted to y
the dashed curve. The inset showsr vs M at the same temperature
with a fit ~solid line! to the exponential relation discussed in th
text.
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measurements of magnetovolume effects3,24 which indicate
that substantial field-induced structural changes occur
these materials, even in the rhombohedral phase.

Finally we note that anomalous spin fluctuations asso
ated with electron diffusion18 nearTC suggest the interestin
possibility that an applied field of several teslas enhances
magnon heat conduction, an unconventional effect since
conventional spin-wave thermal conductivity16 is unaffected
at low fields (gmBH/kBT!1). The neutron-scattering resul
of Lynn et al.18 indicate that in such fields the diffusive spe
v.

In-
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he
he

tral weight is transferred into the spin waves, enhancing th
contribution by nearly an order of magnitude atTC . Further
studies are required to address this possible contributio
k(H).
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